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Diversity Task: Objective & Motivation

Objective: image search result diversification in the context of 

social photo retrieval.

Why diversifying search results?

- to respond to the needs of different users;

- as a method of tackling queries with unclear information needs;

- to widen the pool of possible results (increase performance);

- to reduce the number/redundancy of the returned items;

…
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Diversity Task: Objective & Motivation #2

The concept appeared initially for text retrieval but regains its 

popularity in the context of multimedia retrieval:

[Google Image Search (“Eiffel tower”), >2014]
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Diversity Task: Use Case

Use case: we consider a tourist use case where a person tries to 

find more information about a place she is potentially visiting. The 

person has only a vague idea about the location, knowing the name 

of the place.

… e.g., looking for Rialto Bridge in Italy

To disambiguate the diversification need, we introduced a very 

focused use case scenario …
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Diversity Task: Use Case #2

… learn more information from Wikipedia
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Diversity Task: Use Case #3

… how to get some more accurate photos ?

query using text “Rialto Bridge” …

… browse the results
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Diversity Task: Use Case #4

page 1
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Diversity Task: Use Case #5

page n
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Diversity Task: Use Case #6

… too many results to process,

inaccurate, e.g., people in focus, other views or places

meaningless objects

redundant results, e.g., duplicates, similar views …
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Diversity Task: Use Case #7

page 1
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Diversity Task: Use Case #8

page n
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Diversity Task: Definition

Participants receive a ranked list of photos with locations retrieved 

from Flickr using its default “relevance” algorithm.

Goal of the task: refine the results by providing a ranked list of up 

to 50 photos (summary) that are considered to be both relevant and 

diverse representations of the query.

relevant*: a common photo representation of the query concepts: sub-

locations, temporal information, typical actors/objects, genesis information, 

and image style information;

diverse*: depicting different visual characteristics of the target concepts, 

e.g., sub-locations, temporal information, etc with a certain degree of 

complementarity, i.e., most of the perceived visual information is 

different from one photo to another.

*we thank the task survey respondents for their precious feedback on these definitions. 
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Dataset: General Information & Resources

Provided information:

� query text formulation & GPS coordinates;

� links to Wikipedia web pages;

� up to 5 representative photos from Wikipedia;

� ranked set of Creative Commons photos from Flickr* 

(up to 300 photos per query); 

� metadata from Flickr (e.g., tags, description, views, 

#comments, date-time photo was taken, username, userid, etc);

� visual, text & user annotation credibility descriptors;

� relevance and diversity ground truth. 

~300 location queries – single-topic (e.g., "Aachen Cathedral") + 

70 queries related to events and states associated with locations –

multi-topic (e.g., "Oktoberfest in Munich");
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Dataset: Provided Descriptors

General purpose visual descriptors (color/texture/feature):

� e.g., color histograms, Histogram of Oriented Gradients, 

Locally Binary Patterns, Color Moments, etc;

Convolutional Neural Network based descriptors: 

� Caffe framework based;

General purpose text descriptors:

� e.g., term frequency information, document frequency 

information and their ratio, i.e., TF-IDF;

User annotation credibility descriptors (give an automatic 

estimation of the quality of users' tag-image content relationships):

� e.g., measure of user image relevance, the proportion of bulk 

taggings in a user's stream, the percentage of images with faces.
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Dataset: Basic Statistics 

� devset (designing and validating the methods)

� testset (final benchmarking)

281 - 297 - 30045,375153

min-average-max #img. per query#images#single-topic

300 - 300 - 300 20,70069

min-average-max #img. per query#images#single-topic

* images are provided via Flickr URLs. 

� credibilityset (training/designing credibility desc.)

5,3306853,651,303300

average #img. per user#users#images*#single-topic

176 - 296 - 300 20,69470

min-average-max #img. per query#images#multi-topic

+ 15M images* via credibility information.

+ 12M images* via credibility information.
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Dataset: Ground Truth - annotations 

Relevance and diversity annotations were carried out by 

expert annotators*:

� devset: relevance (3 annotations from 11 experts), diversity 

(1 annotation from 3 experts + 1 final master revision);

* advanced knowledge of location characteristics mainly learned from Internet sources.

� credibilityset: only relevance for 50,157 photos (3 annotations 

from 9 experts);

� testset: relevance single-topic (3 annotations from 7 experts), 

relevance multi-topic (3 annotations from 5 experts), diversity 

(1 annotation from 3 experts + 1 final master revision);

� lenient majority voting for relevance.
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Dataset: Ground Truth #2 – basic statistics 

� devset:

� credibilityset:

avg. #img. per cluster
8.9

avg. #clusters per location
23

% relevant img.
68.5

% relevant img.
69

relevance

diversity

relevance

� testset:

avg. #img. per cluster
10.8

avg. #clusters per location
19

% relevant img.
66

relevance

diversity
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Dataset: Ground Truth #3 - example

Aachen Cathedral, Germany:

chandelier architectural 

details

stained glass

windows

archway 

mosaic

creative 

views

close up

mosaic

outside 

winter

view
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Evaluation: Required Runs

Participants are required to submit up to 5 runs:

� required runs:

run 1: automated using visual information only;

run 2: automated using textual information only;

run 3: automated using textual-visual fused without other 

resources than provided by the organizers;

� general runs:

run 4: automated using credibility information;

run 5: everything allowed, e.g., human-based or hybrid human-

machine approaches, including using data from external sources 

(e.g., Internet).
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Evaluation: Official Metrics 

� Cluster Recall* @ X = Nc/N (CR@X)
where X is the cutoff point, N is the total number of clusters for the 

current query (from ground truth, N<=25) and Nc is the number of 

different clusters represented in the X ranked images;

*cluster recall is computed only for the relevant images.

� Precision @ X = R/X (P@X)

where R is the number of relevant images;

� F1-measure @ X = harmonic mean of CR and P (F1@X)

Metrics are reported for different values of X (5, 10, 20, 30, 40 & 50) 

on per location basis as well as overall (average). 

official ranking F1@20
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Participants: Basic Statistics 

� Survey (February 2015):

- 83 (66/55) respondents were interested in the task, 33 (26/23)

very interested;

� Registration (May 2015):

- 24 (20/24) teams registered from 18 (15/18) different countries 

(3 teams are organizer related);

� Crossing the finish line (August 2015):

- 14 (14/11) teams finished the task, 11 (12/8) countries, 

including 3 organizer related teams (1 late submission);

- 59 (54/38) runs were submitted from which 1 (1/2) brave 

human-machine!

� Workshop participation (September 2015):

- 10 (10/8) teams are represented at the workshop.

* the numbers in the brackets are from 2014/2013.
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Participants: Submitted Runs (59)

visual-text√√√√ItalyPRa-MM

visual-text-cred.√√√√BrazilRECOD

visual-text-CNNx√√√Greece-FranceUSEMP**

visual-textx√√√Spain-AustriaUPC-UB-STP

text-visual-humanx√√√SpainUNED

text-visual√√√√AustriaTUW**

CNN-text-cred.√√√√Chinasigma2320

visual-textx√x√United StatesSAILUSC

Austria

Romania

Germany

India-Switzerland

United States

Hungary

country

visual-textx√√√MIS 

CNN√√√√LAPI**

visual-credx√√√Imcube

xx√√√ETH-CVL

visual-text-cred.√x√√CSLU*

√

4-cred.

√

3-text-visual

x√√BME-DCLAB

5-free2-text1-visualteam

*late submission; **organizer related team.
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Results: Official Ranking (F1@20; all)

0.46720.34660.36840.24020.70.7086Flickr initial results

0.47820.32460.3780.22020.70940.7058bmedclab_run1

0.50760.37760.4220.27660.68780.6633UPC-STP_run3_A_20

0.50930.38240.41580.27150.7050.7158SAILUSC_VisualRun5

0.51950.39670.41820.28130.74780.7647IMCUBE_run2_text

0.52190.38290.43090.27440.71980.7058RECOD_run4

0.52410.39880.44350.2870.69570.718sigma2320_run5

0.53360.38910.4490.28240.71260.7043LAPI_HC-RF_run4_credibility

0.5380.41030.43440.29090.77660.7856UNED_run5RelFeedback

0.54530.41850.47240.30370.68530.7201ETH-CVL_run1_Visual

0.54730.39850.4450.27840.77840.8022MIS_run3

0.54810.41180.45220.29340.74860.759PRaMM_run5

0.54940.40890.44830.29130.77880.7583USEMP_run2sMMRtextual

0.57270.43090.49630.31630.73090.7633TUW_run3

F1@20F1@10CR@20CR@10P@20P@10team/run

Best improvements compared to Flickr (percentage points): P@20 - 3, CR@20 - 13.

> team best runs only (full ranking will be sent via email);

0.460.33530.39330.24440.60290.595cslu_f1a_run4
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Results: Official Ranking (F1@20; single-topic)

0.46760.34270.36810.23670.68770.6986Flickr initial results

0.47510.32040.37020.21290.70220.7203bmedclab_run1

0.51160.36940.42110.26020.70220.7087SAILUSC_VisualRun5

0.5240.39280.41940.27740.76450.7841UNED_run5RelFeedback

0.5290.39490.42880.27540.73620.7638PRaMM_run5

0.52980.39850.45210.28640.68040.7159sigma2320_run5

0.53340.4020.43060.28780.74930.729UPC-STP_run3_A_20

0.5390.38790.43010.26590.7630.7551RECOD_run4

0.54020.39780.43920.27780.73910.7681LAPI_HC-RF_run2_text_TF

0.54780.410.4380.28740.78190.8043IMCUBE

0.55950.4180.45460.29080.79350.8696MIS_run3

0.56740.42490.4420.2910.8420.871ETH-CVL_run3_VisualText

0.58020.44430.50370.32370.73260.7928TUW_run3

0.61770.45070.50440.31770.83330.8435USEMP_run3sMMRvisual+textual

F1@20F1@10CR@20CR@10P@20P@10team/run

Best improvements compared to Flickr (percentage points): P@20 - 15, CR@20 - 15.

> team best runs only (full ranking will be sent via email);

0.44330.33030.36950.23720.59860.6029cslu_f1a_run4
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Results: Official Ranking (F1@20; multi-topic)

0.46670.35040.36870.24360.71210.7186Flickr initial results

0.48130.32880.38570.22730.71640.6914bmedclab_run1

0.48220.35360.41360.26560.62710.5986UPC-STP_run3_A_20

0.50270.37020.42090.26730.67430.6671IMCUBE_run1_vis

0.51330.39320.42210.27580.7350.7457RECOD_run1

0.51740.38490.42590.27560.70790.7143SAILUSC_VisualRun3

0.52990.40680.44170.3010.73430.72USEMP_run2sMMRtextual

0.53330.42040.46220.30960.68290.7214ETH-CVL_run1

0.53530.37930.43540.26620.76360.7357MIS_run3

0.53640.39320.46840.29360.68140.67LAPI_HC-RF_run4_credibility

0.53930.41180.46260.29780.6850.7043sigma2320_run3

0.55190.42750.44910.30410.78860.7871UNED_run5RelFeedback

0.56540.41770.4890.30910.72930.7343TUW_run3

0.5670.42850.47530.31110.76070.7543PRaMM_run5PRaMM_run5

F1@20F1@10CR@20CR@10P@20P@10team/run

Best improvements compared to Flickr (percentage points): P@20 - 5, CR@20 - 10.

> team best runs only (full ranking will be sent via email);

0.47640.34020.41670.25150.60710.5871cslu_f1a_run4
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Results: P vs. CR @20 (all runs – all testset)

Flickr

initial

USEMPETH-CVL

TUW
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Results: Best Team Runs (Precision @)

*ranking based on official metrics (F1@20).
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Results: Best Team Runs (Cluster Recall @)

*ranking based on official metrics (F1@20).

Results: Visual Results – Flickr Initial Results 

e.g., Pingxi Sky Lantern Festival 

CR@20=0.28 (18 clusters), P@20=0.95, F1@20=0.43. 
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X



Results: Visual Results #2 – Best CR@20

e.g., Pingxi Sky Lantern Festival

CR@20=0.72 (18 clusters), P@20=0.85, F1@20=0.78.
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X

X

X

Results: Visual Results #3 – Lowest CR@20

e.g., Pingxi Sky 

Lantern Festival

CR@20=0.44 (18 clusters), 

P@20=0.95, 

F1@20=0.61.

32

X
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Brief Discussion

Methods:

� this year mainly classification/clustering (& fusion), re-ranking, 

optimization-based & relevance feedback (incl. machine-human);

� best run F1@20: improving relevancy (text & Greedy) + diversification 

via clustering (learning on devset the best clustering-feature-distance); use of 

visual-text information (team TUW);

Dataset:

� getting very complex (read diverse);

� still low resources for Creative Commons on Flickr;

� multi-topic diversity annotations slightly easier to perform;

� descriptors were very well received (employed by most of the 

participants as provided).
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Present & Perspectives
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� new multi-topic queries related to location events,

For 2015:

� the entire dataset is to be publicly released (soon).

For 2016:

� general purpose queries?
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Questions & Answers

Thank you!

… and please contribute to the task by 

uploading free Creative Commons 

photos on social networks! 

(you are doing a great work so far ;-) )

see you at the poster session and for the 

technical retreat …
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CBMI 2016 in Bucharest

CBMI 2016

14th International

Workshop on

Content-Based

Multimedia 

Indexing

15-17 June, 2016

Bucharest, Romania

Important dates

-Full/short paper 

submission deadline:

February 1, 2016;

-Notification of 

acceptance: 

March 31, 2016;

- Camera-ready papers 

due: April 14, 2016.

For more information see http://cbmi2016.upb.ro or follow 

us on Twitter https://twitter.com/cbmi16 and Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/CBMI2016.

CBMI aims at bringing together the various communities 

involved in all aspects of content-based multimedia 

indexing for retrieval, browsing, visualization and analytics.

The CBMI proceedings are traditionally indexed and 

distributed by IEEE Xplore. In addition, authors of the best 

papers of the conference will be invited to submit extended 

versions of their contributions to a special issue of 

Multimedia Tools and Applications journal (MTAP).


